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bstract. The ability to in vivo image deep tissues nonin-
asively with a high resolution is strongly required for op-
ical virtual biopsy. Higher harmonic generation micros-
opy, combined with second- and third-harmonic
eneration microscopies, is applied to 17 Asian volun-
eers’ forearm skin. After continuous observation for
0 min, no visible damage was found. Our study proves

hat harmonic generation biopsy �HGB� is able to satisfy
he safety requirement and to provide high penetrability
�300 �m� and submicron resolution all at the same
ime and is a promising tool for future virtual biopsy of
kin diseases. In contrast to a previous study on fixed hu-
an skin specimens, a much improved penetrability and
uch reduced resolution-degradation versus depth are

ound in this in vivo examination. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical
nstrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3269676�
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To diagnose skin conditions and diseases, the pathohisto-
ogical microscopic analysis of excised tissues is most com-

only used today. However, the processing-procedure-
nduced artifacts lead to misdiagnosis, and a painful biopsy
rocess is needed with side effects. A least-invasive tool that
an perform high-resolution virtual biopsy is thus desired to
ssist or replace the physical biopsy for diseases diagnoses,
ncluding skin diseases. For early diagnoses of skin cancers
nd minor skin diseases, virtual skin biopsy is more appropri-
te. Since the early pathological changes may occur in the
ermis layer, an optical virtual biopsy tool that can perform
east-invasive imaging deep inside the skin with a submicron
esolution is strongly required for pathohistological diag-
oses. Recently, optical imaging techniques such as confocal
icroscopy,1,2 two-photon fluorescence �2PF� microscopy,3

nd second-harmonic generation �SHG� microscopy4 have
een applied for in vivo skin imaging. However, these tech-
iques are limited by photodamage, lower penetrability, or
ower resolution. It is thus highly desired to apply 1230-nm
r:forsterite �Cr:F� laser-based higher harmonic generation

HHG� microscopy for least-invasive virtual skin biopsy.
ince no electron transition is required in the HHG
rocesses,5 light attenuation in human skin reaches a mini-
um value within 1200 to 1300-nm due to reduced scatter-

ng and pigment absorption.6 With the same 40-mW excita-
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tion power, Cr:F-based SHG microscopy has higher
penetrability than Ti:sapphire �Ti:S�–based SHG microscopy.7

Through the viability test of mammalian embryo,8 a high tol-
erance of �140 mW ��29 J� can be allowed under Cr:F ex-
citation, while live cells irradiated with 730 to 800-nm beams
of �1 mW �0.2 J� were found to inhibit cloning efficiency.9

In previous in vivo Cr:F-based HHG studies, zebrafish em-
bryos with 20-h continuous observation �100 to 140 mW,
�7 KJ� can develop normally into the larva stages.10 Hamster
oral mucosa with 3-h continuous observation in the same area
�150 mW, 1620 J� were excised immediately for pathological
examination, while no evidence of photodamage appeared.11

This much-improved viability versus Ti:S-based �800 nm;
1.55 eV� systems could be attributed to much-reduced multi-
photon absorption with a lower photon energy �1230 nm;
1.01 eV�.12

In this paper, real-time in vivo HHG imaging of Asian skin
combined with epi-SHG and epi–third-harmonic generation
�epi-THG� modalities is reported. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is also the first report on the clinical trial of THG
imaging. In this study, a Cr:F laser is used, and a syringe-
pump objective is designed to diminish the image blurring
due to breathing and heart beating. Even with the image blur-
ring, the submicron spatial resolution was preserved within
the whole imaging depth ��300 �m� for all volunteers. The
safety issue has also been preliminarily confirmed through a
standard damage evaluation protocol for clinical trials. By
measuring the Cr:F-excited spectra of live human skin �not
shown�, 2PF was found to be greatly diminished due to the
low photon energy of the Cr:F excitation;13 while no three-
photon fluorescence �3PF� can be observed, since the prob-
ability of the fifth-order nonlinear 3PF is several orders lower
than that of the third-order nonlinear THG. In contrast to pre-
vious HHG imaging of fixed human skin,14,15 a higher pen-
etrability with much reduced resolution-degradation versus
depth was found. In addition, real-time dynamic information
like blood flow can be provided. In this study, HHG imaging
is found to satisfy the clinical safety requirement and to pro-
vide high penetrability and submicron resolution all at the
same time and is an ideal virtual biopsy tool for assisting,
minimizing, or even potentially replacing physical biopsy.

Based on the previous epi-HHG microscope,14 some modi-
fications were made for the in vivo harmonic generation bi-
opsy �HGB� system. The in vivo HGB of human skin was
performed on the ventral forearm skin of 17 volunteers �9
female and 8 male; 21 to 56 years�. This clinical trial was
approved by IRB of National Taiwan University Hospital. Be-
fore, during, and after the HGB, the tested site—ulnar, ven-
tral, upper 1 /3 forearm skin—of the volunteers was recorded
by photographing. A medical doctor kept checking volunteers’
status during HGB. In this trial, the following protocols were
applied: �1� the total exposure time was limited to 30 mins in
the same area; and �2� two scanning modes were used: a slow
mode �90 mW; 0.37 Hz� and a fast mode �120 mW; 2 Hz�.
The accumulated photon energy was around 180 to 200 J in
one area. The tested area was evaluated by a dermatologist
immediately, several hours, 24 hours, 3 days, and 1 week af-
ter HGB. During HGB, only one volunteer reported a possible
stinging sensation for �1 s, which was claimed to be uncer-
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ain. There were no inflammatory symptoms, no skin color
hange, no pigmentation, no wound, no blister formation, and
o ulceration reported. The procedure was comfortable ac-
ording to volunteers’ opinions, indicating the feasibility of
he HGB for virtual skin biopsy.

Figure 1 shows the lateral SHG and THG images out of a
tack of HGB sections from the stratum corneum �SC� to
eticular dermis �RD�. The depth of the imaging was adjusted
y moving the objective in the z direction. Throughout whole
maging depth, the photomultiplier tube �PMT� voltages were
ometimes lowered at the stratum basale �SB� due to the ex-
essive THG signals and we can repeatedly achieve
300 �m penetrability in all volunteers. In this in vivo study,

HG imaging contrasts were found to be dominated by the
nterfaces5 between lipid and corneocytes and the cytoplasmic
rganelles.8 In epidermis, the cellular morphology can be
learly distinguished by THG microscopy, while the THG
ontrasts can also be found in dermis to show fibroblasts,
rythrocytes, collagen fiber bundles, and elastin fibers.16 In
ermis, collagen-sensitive SHG5 revealed the diverse collag-

ig. 1 �a� to �h� In vivo lateral epi-SHG and epi-THG images of hu-
an forearm skin �obtained with slow mode� at different depths in-
ard from outside. In epidermis, THG can reveal the �a� multilayer

tructure of the SC �arrow�; �b� and �c� the SG cells at upper and
eeper layers; and �d� and �e� the SS and SB cells at the epidermis–
ermis junction. The collagen fibers in the tip of the papilla can be
evealed by SHG microscopy �arrow in �e��. �f� The loose areolar
onnective tissue in the PD; �g� and �h� the dense irregular connective
issue in the RD can be shown and distinguished by SHG, while the
rythrocytes �arrowheads in �e�, �f�, and �h�� and fibroblasts �arrow in
g�� can be observed through THG. THG and SHG are represented by
he magenta and green pseudo-colors. Scale bar: 50 �m. �Color on-
ine only.�

ig. 2 �a� Internuclear distances �INDs� versus depth analyzed from in
urface can be analyzed from �b� multilayer stratum corneum �arrow
ollagen fibrils �arrow; 200 �m deep�. �d� The lateral resolution of TH
nd green pseudo-colors. Scale bar: 50 �m.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 060505-
enous structures in the papillary dermis �PD� and RD. To
extend the imaging depth to be much more than 300 �m,
contrast adjustment with higher PMT voltage is needed and
was not performed in our protocol. As shown in Fig. 1�a�, the
multilayer SC structure can be highly resolved through THG,
while the nuclei of keratinocytes appeared dark in contrast to
the bright cytoplasm due to the efficient THG from cytoplas-
mic organelles. Figures 1�b� and 1�c� show the squamous-
shaped stratum granulosum �SG� cells at different depths. At
the bumpy epidermis–dermis junction �EDJ�, the stratum spi-
nosum �SS� and SB cells were found �Figs. 1�d� and 1�e�� in
the same section, and the collagen fibers in the dermal papilla
were revealed by SHG. In Figs. 1�b�–1�d�, the average nuclear
diameter �ND� of the keratinocytes at different depths can be
analyzed to be 6.8, 5.5, and 4.9 �m, while the average inter-
nuclear distance �IND� was analyzed to be 19.9, 10.2, and
8.4 �m, respectively. Analyzing the IND versus depth, an ex-
ponential decreasing of the IND with increasing depth can be
observed �Fig. 2�a��, and this progressive change of the IND
agrees with the histological results,17 indicating the normal
keratinization process. This in vivo cytological information
has its diagnostic significance for skin diseases with loss of
normal keratinization. In dermis, Fig. 1�f� shows the loose
areolar collagen fibers in the PD, while Figs. 1�g� and 1�h�
show the dense reticular collagen fibers in the RD. Due to the
THG contrast from oxyhemoglobin18 and cytoplasmic or-
ganelles, the erythrocytes and the fibroblasts can all be re-
vealed by THG.19 By fixing the imaging depth for a real-time
continuous monitoring �Video 1�, the erythrocytes can be eas-
ily identified due to their movement, size, and shapes. The
contrast of the fibroblast was confirmed by a comparison be-
tween HGB images and histological images of surgical speci-
mens. Compared with confocal microscopy,20 the erythrocytes
and the fibroblast can be distinguished from the collagen fi-
bers more easily under HGB due to the simultaneous SHG
contrast. Right at the surface of the skin, the lateral resolution
of THG microscopy can be analyzed from the multilayer
structure of the SC �arrow in Fig. 2�b�� to be 0.45�0.05 �m,
while in the dermis, the lateral resolution of SHG microscopy
can be analyzed from collagen fibrils �arrow in Fig. 2�c�; at
200 �m deep� to be 0.92�0.12 �m, with corresponding
THG resolution of 0.75�0.1 �m. Figure 2�d� shows this
analyzed lateral resolution of THG microscopy versus depth,
averaged with data of six volunteers �20 to 30 years�. Com-

i-THG images. The lateral resolution of THG microscopy right at skin
the lateral resolution of SHG microscopy can be analyzed from �c�

roscopy versus depth. THG and SHG are represented by the magenta
vivo ep
�, while
G mic
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ared with the previous analysis in fixed human skin,15 our in
ivo study shows a much reduced resolution degradation ver-
us depth, indicating much reduced point-spread function
berration21 of the 1230-nm excitation light in the live tissues
ersus fixed tissues.

In conclusion, in vivo real-time HGB of human skin has
een demonstrated. Even with the image blurring resulting
rom vibrations, a submicron lateral resolution of THG mi-
roscopy was preserved at a depth of �300 �m, achieved
ithout increasing the PMT voltage. In contrast to the previ-
us fixed skin imaging, the in vivo HGB of human skin
howed much reduced resolution-degradation versus depth
hile providing real-time dynamic information in the live tis-

ues. Through the damage evaluation, the noninvasiveness of
his imaging tool has been preliminarily proved. Combined
ith the high spatial resolution, high penetrability, and vari-
us imaging capabilities, IR-based HHG imaging will be a
romising tool for future noninvasive virtual biopsy of skin
iseases.
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